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British army bases in Northern Ireland have been closing, but the future of the fortresses set up by the British in Northern Ireland is less certain. With a fragile peace in progress, they continue to stand in towns and strategic areas, reminders of a violent past.

Nearly every police station and army base in Northern Ireland is protected by metal walls, anti-rocket mesh and airlock-style controlled entry systems. To a local, the ungainly fortresses soon blend into the background, adding to the nagging tension of the place, but they hit with a jolt of recognition after a period abroad – this is home.

The British Army is particularly proud of its ring of 10 watchtowers dotted through the rolling drumlins and smiling fields of South Armagh. The area, scene of mythological Bronze Age battles and now the epicentre of resistance to British rule, is known as God's own country to the locals, and bandit or ambush country to the squaddies who patrol nervously under helicopter cover. IRA road signs warn that the local snipers are only "on hold".

Some towers command strategic points, like the Moyry pass, used to control the natives since the plantation of Ulster in the 1600s. Others are more specific. In 1986, two towers, Golf Two Zero and Golf Three Zero, were built at a cost of millions to watch the home of the local IRA commander Thomas "Slab" Murphy, a millionaire terrorist grown rich on smuggling and extortion.

Murphy, who rose to become the IRAs chief of staff, masterminded its Libyan arms importation and its British bombing campaigns from the mid-1980s right up to the Canary Wharf bombing in 1996. His home straddles the border, but every car number plate entering his farm, and every face, is recorded and logged.

Even during a ceasefire, Tom Murphy is a man
worth watching and, in any case, republican dissidents are strong in the area. The maroon Cavalier used by the so-called Real IRA to carry the explosives that killed 29 people in Omagh, in August 1998, was logged moving north with its deadly cargo by two other watchtowers, Golf 50 and Golf 10, near Crossmaglen.

"The towers will be the last fortifications to go down. We'd lose bases first," a senior army source said. The towers are high-tech fortresses with rooms buried beneath, where soldiers can live for months at a time. Computer terminals are linked to the main military intelligence databases, Vengeful and Crucible, and video enhancing equipment allows soldiers to see for miles, even across the border to the Irish republic.

They are hated by the locals in this most republican of areas.

In Londonderry, one observation tower, perched above the city's historic walls at Bishop Street, was given a coat of stone cladding, like a suburban house, in a vain effort to make it blend into the Williamite fortifications.

Some towers are called 'sangars', a military term from the Raj era, meaning stone parapet. Blots on the landscape they may be, but some of Ulster's vanishing fortresses are now regarded with something approaching nostalgia.

In 1998, Ivan Barr, the Sinn Fein chairman of Strabane council, campaigned to have an inelegant checkpoint called the Camel's Hump preserved as a tourist attraction. Barr wanted its watchtower used as a "viewing gallery", but the army was having none of it. "Does he think we were born yesterday?" one officer asked, arguing that the fortresses hold structural secrets, like anti-mortar measures, which must be protected by demolition.

Since the first IRA ceasefire in 1995, 31 of the British Army's 105 bases in the province have been closed. Most have been knocked down, but six in Fermanagh have been mothballed, locked up and guarded.

Unionists regard them as a comfort blanket against the resumption of violence, but the army would rather bulldoze them.

There are other reasons for liking the forts. One man bought a house in the shadow of Bessbrook Mill barracks (home to Britain's biggest helipad) after the IRA threatened to murder him as an alleged drugs dealer.

This article was first published in the (London) Sunday Times Magazine, April 9, 2000.
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CROSSMAGLEN RUC STATION AND ARMY BARRACKS, SOUTH ARMAGH

Also known as Borucki Sanger Golf Five Zero, Named after James Borucki, 19, Parachute Regiment, who was blown up by IRA radio controlled bomb contained in a basket on a bicycle in the square, Crossmaglen as he returned from a foot patrol on 8th August 1976.
In an account of Red Hugh O'Donnell's journey north of Dundalk after his escape from Dublin Castle in 1591, a native Irish chronicler wrote of the "watches and ambuscades set by the English on the border in every remarkable pass and each road" to impede O'Donell's progress.
"The fools, the fools they think that they have pacified Ireland. But they have left us our Fenian dead. And while Ireland holds these graves, Ireland unfree shall never be at peace." – Padraig Pearse.
MOUNTPOTTINGER ROAD RUC STATION, BELFAST: THE SARACEN FACTORY

“We would go out on patrol and the kids would throw paint bombs at us, so to defeat them we had guys painting the Saracen armoured vehicles 24 hours a day. So the locals, upon seeing the freshly painted vehicles assumed that we were manufacturing new ones and the barracks became known as the Saracen factory.” – (Ex-captain Royal Logistics Corps, British Army).
BESSBROOK MILL: BRITISH ARMY H.Q. FOR SOUTH ARMAGH.

“This unfortunate district of Crossmaglen has been to my own knowledge – having been in this circuit for the last 14 years – always a stain on the fair province of Ulster.” – (Mr Justice Lawson at the Crumlin Road Courthouse Spring Assizes, 1883).
On February 6, 1992 Fermanagh dog warden, Eric Glass, was called to a remote farm on the border to remove a black Labrador bitch that had bitten farm owner Pat Loughran’s niece. Glass had just stopped his van at the farm gate when two masked men armed with a Kalashnikov rifle and a handgun ran towards the side of the van and began to scream. The report was bogus; Glass had been enticed into an IRA ambush. With seven bullet holes in one leg and the bone of the other shattered by a ricochet, Glass returned fire, killing 21-year-old Joe MacManus, an IRA volunteer. It is hard to think of a less glorious act., but MacManus was “accorded a funeral imbued with the symbolism of martyrdom” in the cause of Irish Freedom.
BRITISH ARMY FORTRESS, BELEEK, CO.FERMANAGH

Starting as little more than huts perched on flimsy scaffolding structures, the watchtowers developed into much more substantial installations housing sophisticated equipment such as video and still cameras, computers, telescopes, communications aerials and helicopter-refuelling facilities. Although watchtowers were also erected in other border and some city areas, the biggest concentration is in South Armagh. Their genesis lay in the early Army practice of setting up static observation posts (OPs) on high ground to monitor the routes between Crossmaglen and the border.
"I've been waiting for two years or more
Waiting for Major to settle this war
You have done nothing to prove you want peace
That's why your Army will R.I.P."
– (Sniper's Promise signs, Crossmaglen and Mullaghbawn, March 1997)
BRITISH ARMY FORTRESS, NEWTOWNHAMILTON, SOUTH ARMAGH

"From time to time, something like madness takes possession of a district, until it becomes a by-word. Among the districts having attained this unenviable fame was the district of Crossmaglen, in county Armagh."– (Attorney-General, Abraham Brewster, speaking at the Monaghan Assizes, 1853.)
BRITISH ARMY FORTRESS, FORKHILL, SOUTH ARMAGH

Forkhill Bridge where the Catholic Peter Murphy was hanged on 4th May 1791 for his alleged involvement in a “Defender” attack on Alexander Barclay, brother-in-law of James Dawson, a hated local bailiff.
By the 1550s, the native Irish in the area we now regard as the border between Ulster and the Republic, were judged sufficiently troublesome for Sir Nicholas Bagenal, former marshal of Henry VII's army, to build and 'settle' a fortified town at Newry to prevent incursions into the Pale.
"If I had a magic wand I might like to create a unified state on this island in which people lived harmoniously. But magic wands only exist in fairy tales. In reality there exists on this island groups of people with differing, ultimately irreconcilable, aspirations. Northern Ireland is not peculiar in this respect. The main thing we can reasonably hope for is that the various groups agree to differ without the use of violence. I am happy to see people work for the creation of a United Ireland so long as they do not resort to murder in trying to achieve their ideal. I do not want to see one more death in pursuit of this abstract concept.” – (Eamon Collins, former intelligence Officer, South Down Brigade, PIRA. Subsequently executed as an informer by PIRA on 27th Jan 1999)
The main route to the north was through the Gap of the North and much of the land either side was either bog or wood, in contrast to the arable farms of the Norman manors lying in the Country Louth lowlands to the south. Faughart Hill, commanded entry to the Gap and it was here that Cuchulainn had slain 14 men. In May 1999, the graveyard at Faughart was chosen by the IRA as the place to give up the first bodies of “The Disappeared”. A new coffin containing the remains of Eamon Molloy, an alleged informer from Belfast who had been shot dead 24 years earlier, was left beneath a holy laurel tree, adorned with religious charms, beside St Brigid’s Well.
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